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Preparing for a riding or polo holiday is essential to make sure that you get the best of your holiday. 

No-one wants to get injured or be in pain meaning that they can’t enjoy their time away. Experience 

tells us that even those used to playing can struggle with the intensity of 2 sessions a day, even with 

adjusting sessions and focusing on recovery with stretches and pool work. The exercises you will 

need to do may vary depending upon your riding history, someone that regularly rides will 

potentially have less leg or lower back soreness than a non rider but both may end up with upper 

back and arm soreness from riding one handed and holding a mallet! Even seasoned polo players 

can benefit from additional exercises to either work on weaknesses or if they want to achieve a 

particular goal.  

 

So we have broken down the exercises into different levels of experience but the more you do the 

better! See Emilys blog on how she found a 2 week intensive training program despite the fact she 

rides and plays daily to understand how important these exercises are! Try each exercise within the 

individual sections, if they are easy try the next one if not keep practising and increasing the 

duration of them.  

 

New polo players 

As a non rider in addition to the exercises below we would recommend that you have a few lessons 

(or even just a walk) on horseback so your muscles can start to adjust to the altered movement 

pattern.  

As a rider unless you are used to being in 2 point or jumping seat a lot then the exercises for fitness 

are definitely for you to increase your leg strength and endurance.  

Even as an accomplished rider in other disciplines if this is your first time playing polo you will need 

to focus on the wrist and upper body exercises in addition to the core stability and strength 
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Polo players 

Even if you have been just finished your season playing you can still benefit from the exercises. Leo 

and Emily will push you hard physically and mentally in your lessons and when stick and balling and 

don’t forget the heat! Have a think about anything you really want to improve on and let us know so 

we can guide you to which exercises would you would benefit the most 

 

Pain or injuries 

If you have had any prior injuries or current pain which you think may effect your riding please let ud 

know so we can prepare a program to suit you. 

 

Cardiovascular fitness 

If you already do fitness work awesome, if not increasing your fitness helps your muscles cope with 

the demands of riding and also its pretty tiring stick and balling and playing chukkas! 

 Running- interval training.  

Start with a 5 minute walk up jogging at a gentle speed. Increase speed to near maximal 

speed for 30 secs and then jogging at a comfortable pace for 1 minute. Repeat for as many 

times as you can and gradually increase the number of repetitions. For new runners or if you 

are concerned about injury include a 30-60 second walk in between each set. 

 

 Cycling – apply the same principle of interval training to have a sprint period within the ride, 

this can also be by using hills or increasing the resistance on stationary bikes 

 

 Cross trainer- pick 2 levels with one being a comfortable resistance and one being where you 

have to work hard against the resistance and alternate these levels  at a ratio of 2:1. 
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Core stability exercises 

1. 1+1 

Lie down on your back with your knees bent and feet on the floor. Keeping your back flat against the 

floor and keeping your body still lift your left leg up. From here gently push your back into the floor 

to activate your back and muscles and lift right leg up (again trying to keep body still when moving 

legs). Slowly lower right leg down and repeat, alternate between which leg is lifted first. Repeat until 

your back is no longer able to stay flat against the floor. 

 

2. Toe taps 

Use the method in exercise 1 to get into the starting position of double table top. From here 

keep you back flat and slowly lower right heel to the floor and then lift back up again, repeat 

with left leg. Alternate legs and repeat as many times as you can until your back is no longer able 

to stay flat on the floor. 
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3. Single leg stretch 

From double table top position keep back flat against floor and reach right leg out straight (if you are 

finding this hard straighten leg as far as you can), repeat with left leg. Alternate legs and repeat as 

many times as you can until your back is no longer able to stay flat on the floor. 

 

4. Double leg stretch 

Left exercise: In double table top position straighten both legs and lower down as far as you can 

before your back starts to arch and then return to starting position. Repeat until fatigue.  

Right exercise: If you are struggling with the above exercise you can adapt it by alternating between 

lifting both arms overhead followed by arms and legs stretching out. 
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5. Dead bugs 

In double table top position with arms pointing upwards stretch right leg away at the same time that 

you lift left arm up and over your head towards the floor. Return to starting position and repeat with 

left leg and right arm. As with the other exercises try to keep your back straight and body still 

throughout the movement and stop when this stops happening. 

 

 

Oblique strengthening exercises 

1. Side planks 

Have elbow on the floor under you shoulder with your hips, knees and ankles stacked on top of 

themselves. Lift hip off floor and hold for as long as you can. If this feels easy you can progress to 

lifting the top arm up and over followed by lifting the top leg up.. 
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Gluts strengthening exercises  

1. Bridging 

Initially practice squeezing bottom muscles together and lifting bottom off floor. If this feels easy 

then progress to straightening one leg out. It is important with this exercise to only progress if you 

are feeling no pain in your lower back. 

 

 

2. Side lying leg lift 

Lying on your side with your hand on your waist and bottom knee bent, keep top leg straight and lift 

it up. It is important to try and keep the top hand still so you use you hip muscles rather than the 

muscles around your waist.  
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Upper body strengthening exercises 

1. Press up (either half position or full) 

Keep shoulders above hands and lower down as far as you can and push back up. Important to keep 

back straight with neck in line with upper back and looking down at the floor. 

 

 

 

2. Press up position with leg lift 

In a press up position (can take feet apart to make exercise easier) keep lower back still, squeeze 

bottom muscles and lift leg up. 
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Wrist strengthening exercises 

1. Using a mallet (or piece of wood) practice gripping the stick and moving it forward and 

backwards and side to side. It is more important to have a shorter stick but move wrist 

through full range of movement than have a long stick but only be able to control it for a 

short distance. It is also important to keep elbow at 90 degrees and next to your body and 

move the stick in one plane ie the mallet head is always facing the same direction so youi do 

not add extra movement into your wrist. 

Aim for 3 sets of 5 repetitions and build up to 3 sets of 8. Once you can do this increase the 

length/weight of the stick until able to do this with a normal size mallet. From here increase 

the number of repetitions you can do. 
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Leg stretches 

Hamstings: Bend knee and hip to 90 degrees, from here keep your thigh still and straighten leg- hold 

for 20 seconds then pull thigh up towards chest – hold for 20 seconds. Repeat 5 on each side. 

Gluts: Bend knee and hip to 90 degrees, from here bring knee towards opposite shoulder and hold 

for 30 seconds. Repeat 5 on each side. 
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Upper body stretches 
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Pre and post polo stretches! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 


